The automatic detection of frames containing polyps from a colonoscopy video sequence is an important first step for a fully automated colonoscopy analysis tool. Typically, such detection system is built using a large annotated data set of frames with and without polyps, which is expensive to be obtained. In this paper, we introduce a new system that detects frames containing polyps as anomalies from a distribution of frames from exams that do not contain any polyps. The system is trained using a one-class training set consisting of colonoscopy frames without polyps -such training set is considerably less expensive to obtain, compared to the 2-class data set mentioned above. During inference, the system is only able to reconstruct frames without polyps, and when it tries to reconstruct a frame with polyp, it automatically removes (i.e., photoshop) it from the frame -the difference between the input and reconstructed frames is used to detect frames with polyps. We name our proposed model as anomaly detection generative adversarial network (ADGAN), comprising a dual GAN with two generators and two discriminators. To test our framework, we use a new colonoscopy data set with 14317 images, split as a training set with 13350 images without polyps, and a testing set with 290 abnormal images containing polyps and 677 normal images without polyps. We show that our proposed approach achieves the state-of-the-art result on this data set, compared with recently proposed anomaly detection systems.
INTRODUCTION
Colorectal cancer is considered to be one of the most harmful cancers -current research suggests that it is the third largest cause of cancer deaths [1] , [2] . Early detection of colorectal cancer can be performed with the colonoscopy procedure for at-risk patients with symptoms like hemotochezia and anemia [3] . Colonoscopy is based on the navigation of a small camera in the colon that enables doctors to classify and possibly remove or sample polyps, Fig. 1 : Top row shows test images containing polyps (highlighted with a red ellipse), which are considered to be anomalies in our framework. Bottom row shows the reconstructed images by our ADGAN model, which deviate with their top row input images leading to high reconstruction errors. Note that given that the ADGAN model was trained with images without polyps, it is biased to reconstruct images without polyps, as clearly seen in these examples.
which are considered as the precursors of colon cancer [1] . The accurate detection of colon polyps may improve 5-year survival rate to over 90% [1] . Unfortunately, the accuracy of such manual detection varies substantially, leading to potentially missing detection that can have harmful consequences for the patient [4] . For instance, the false negative polyp detection can lead to a future colon cancer, which can be dangerous or even fatal [5] . Therefore, automated detection of polyps is important in assisting doctors during a colonoscopy exam.
The automated polyp detection starts with the identification of frames containing polyps. Typically, such detection system consists of a 2-class classifier, trained with images containing polyps and images that do not contain polyps. The acquisition of such training set is expensive, requiring the manual annotation of large amounts of images for both classes. Furthermore, given the intrinsic variations in the visualisation of polyps, it is challenging to collect a training set that is rich enough to thoroughly represent the class of images that contain polyps [2] . To solve these two issues, this detection problem can be re-formulated as an anomaly detection problem, generally designed as a oneclass classification problem that relies on a training set containing images that do not show the anomaly to be detected (i.e., the negative images) [6] . Such classification approach generally does not scale well with the size of the training set, reducing its applicability to large-scale medical image analysis problems. An alternative approach that addresses this scalability issue is based on a reconstruction model that first trains an encoder-decoder with negative images. Such model will produce high reconstruction errors for positive images (i.e., images containing polyps) during testing stage since only negative images were used during training [7] , [8] , [9] -see Fig. 1 . Note that the approaches above were developed for non-medical image analysis problems. These encoder/decoder approaches suffer from two issues: 1) the reliance on mean square error (MSE) loss to compute the distance between the reconstructed images and its original image, can only preserve local visual information [10] , [8] ; and 2) the latent space learned with encoder/decoder approaches can accurately reconstruct abnormal images with similar appearance features to normal images, leading to relatively small deviation between the distributions of normal and abnormal data. For instance, the model that learns with colon wall images can also reconstruct the abnormal colon wall image containing small polyps [11] .
Anomaly detection can also be based on generative adversarial network (GAN) [10] , which addresses the local visual information issue mentioned above with an adversarial training of a generator that tries to fool a discriminator to be confused with the classification between real and synthetic images. However, unlike the encoder-decoder model, GAN [10] cannot reconstruct an image based on a compressed latent variable from a given input image, and suffers from unstable training. Schlegl et al. [12] train an encoder to directly map an input image to GAN's latent space and tackle the unstable training issue by replacing the vanilla GAN [10] with Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [13] . Nevertheless, the framework proposed in [12] adopts a twostage training strategy (encoder and WGAN are trained separately). Furthermore, the issues of the encoder/decoder model mentioned above are not addressed in [12] .
In this paper, we propose a new WGAN-based [13] anomaly detection model that comprises two generators and two discriminators -this model is named anomaly detection GAN (ADGAN). Comparing with its competing approaches, our proposed model can produce an explicitly constrained latent space using latent generator and discriminator, and take advantage of GAN's generation ability to preserve both global and local information of input data by combining MSE and binary cross entropy (BCE) losses to improve the performance of anomaly detection. We show that our ADGAN is more effective (by relying on a one-stage endto-end training) and more accurate (for anomaly classification) than previous methods [12] , [11] . We demonstrate that our method can reconstruct the abnormal images with polyps into normal images by automatically removing (i.e., 'photoshopping') the polyps (Fig. 1) . These results are demonstrated on a new colonoscopy data set, containing 14317 high-quality colonoscopy images. The training set contains 13250 normal (healthy) images without polyps and we use 100 normal images as validation set. The testing set contains 290 abnormal images with polyps and 677 normal images without polyps (i.e., 30% of the testing images are abnormal).
RELATED WORK
Anomalies are defined as data that do not conform to the general distribution of normal data. In medical image analysis, anomaly detection can be used, for example, in the detection of abnormal lesions in normal tissue [12] , [11] . Anomaly detection models are generally based on one-class classifiers [6] , encoder-decoder models [11] , [14] and GAN approaches [12] , [11] . One-class classifiers are generally based on Gaussian processes, which do not scale well with training set size [6] . Encoder/decoder and GAN strategies assume that the abnormal data cannot be reconstructed correctly during testing stage given a model trained only with normal data. The typical encoder-decoder model for anomaly detection learns a deep auto-encoder [14] from the normal data during training stage, and during testing, this model is expected to produce larger reconstruction error for abnormal inputs [15] , hopefully containing the lesions of interest. The main issue with the encoder-decoder method is that the trained model tends to accurately reconstruct abnormal samples during testing, leading to relatively small deviation between the distribution of normal and abnormal images.
GAN-based models usually involve a conditional GAN approach, where the generated normal image is produced conditioned on another normal image. For instance, Liu et al. [16] proposed a method based on future frame prediction in a video sequence using a GAN-based framework trained with normal data only, and tested to distinguish normal and abnormal events on surveillance data set. This approach is not applicable to medical image, and in particular colonoscopy data, because future frames tend to be not as predictable from past frames in a sequence. OCGAN [11] was proposed to distinguish abnormal data using a framework comprised of a de-noising auto-encoder network, latent discriminator, visual discriminator and a classifier. Nonetheless, the experiment results of this work indicate that the model perform unsatisfactorily on complex image data (e.g., surveillance and medical images) [11] . Another GAN-based anomaly detection, Anogan [17] , trains a DCGAN [18] network on normal (healthy) retinal OCT images. During testing, a computationally expensive iterative back-propagation process is run to produce the closest image to the input image. Schlegl et al. [12] addressed this large computational run-time issue by training an encoder after training a WGAN [13] to speed up the inference time.
Replacing the iterative back-propagation from Anogan to an efficient encoding mechanism reduces inference running time, but introduces an ineffective two-stage training process. Another problem with the training above is that the encoder is under-constrained given that the MSE loss only recovers local visual information and misses global information.
By taking the motivation from [12] , our proposed GAN framework, based on the Wasserstein GAN (WGAN) [13] , resolves the issues mentioned above by an end-to-end (i.e., one-step) training of a dual GAN that uses a new loss function that minimises both the local and global reconstruction errors.
DATA SET AND METHODS

Data Set
The data set is obtained from 18 colonoscopy videos from 15 patients. Video frames containing blurred visual information are removed using the variance of Laplacian method [19] . We then sub-sample consecutive frames by taking one frame every five frames because consecutive frames generally contain similar visual information that makes GAN training ineffective. We also remove frames containing feces and water to improve the training efficiency (we plan to deal with such distractors in future work). As a result, the frames used for training and testing are sharp, clean (of feces and water), and discontinuous (in time domain).
This data set is defined by
, where x : Ω → R 3 denotes a colonoscopy frame (Ω represents the frame lattice), d i ∈ N represents patient identification 1 , y i ∈ Y = {N ormal, Abnormal} denotes the normal healthy colorectal frames and abnormal colorectal frames that contains polyp. The distribution of this data set is as follows: 1) Training set: 13250 normal (healthy) images without any polyps; 2) Validation set: 100 normal (healthy) images for model selection; and 3) Testing set: 967 images, with 290 (30% of the set) abnormal images with polyps and 677 (70% of the set) normal (healthy) images without polyps. Note that the patients in testing set do not appear in the training/validation sets and vice versa. This abnormality proportion (on the testing set) is commonly defined in other anomaly detection literature [11] [12] . These frames were obtained with the Olympus R 190 dual focus colonoscopy.
Methods
Our proposed ADGAN is shown in Figure 2 , and comprises a visual generator, a visual discriminator, a latent generator and a latent discriminator. Defining z ∼ U (−1, 1) , with z ∈ R Z as the latent variable, the visual generator is defined byx
where θ v denotes the parameter vector of the generator, and x : Ω → R 3 denotes the generated image. Similarly, the latent generator is defined bŷ
where θ v is again the parameter vector. During training, G v (.) from (1) generates fake imagesx given z to fool the 1 Note that the data set has been de-identified -d i is useful only for splitting D into training, testing and validation sets in a patient-wise manner. visual discriminator, defined as:
where γ v represents the discriminator parameters. The generated imagex is then fed to the latent generator in (2) to produce a fake latent vectorẑ to fool the latent discriminator, defined as
where γ l is the discriminator parameters. The training process follows [20] , where we minimise the visual generation loss,
and the latent generation loss:
To generate realistic images, we also minimise the mean squared error (MSE) loss between the input and generated latent vectors, as in l M SE = β ||z − G l (G v (z))|| 2 2 . For training, the hyper-parameters α, β are estimated from the validation set within the range [0. 1, 10] . The training process consists of N iterations, where the visual generator is trained for T < N iterations, and then the whole model is trained for (N − T ) iterations.
During testing, given a sample x, a latent vectorẑ is produced with (2) , which is then fed to the visual generator in (1) and the anomaly score is computed with:
Small anomaly score indicates normal samples and high anomaly score generally indicates abnormal samples, suggesting the presence of a polyp (see Fig. 1 for a few reconstructions examples produced by ADGAN).
EXPERIMENT
In this section, we validate our proposed ADGAN model using the data set described in Sec. 3.1. We compare our performance with other baseline approaches and state-of-theart methods. We show that our model achieves state-of-theart area under the ROC curve (AUC) results.
Experimental Setup
We pre-process the original colonoscopy image from 1072 × 1072 × 3 resolution to 64 × 64 × 3 to reduce the computational cost of the training and inference processes. The model selection is done with the validation set mentioned in Sec. 3.1. This method is implemented using Pytorch [21] and the code will be publicly available upon acceptance of the paper. We use Adam [22] optimiser during training with a learning rate of 0.0001. Our model has a similar backbone architecture as the other competing methods in Tab. ??. In particular, the visual generator and discriminator are based on the improved GAN [23] and use four residual convolution Fig. 2 : Our proposed ADGAN model trains the visual generator, visual discriminator, latent generator and latent discriminator using adversarial training (left). During testing, the input image is processed by the latent generator and the produced latent embedding is used by the visual generator to produce the output image, which is then compared with the input image to compute the anomaly score. and four residual de-convolution layers, respectively [23] . The latent generator and discriminator are based on DC-GAN [18] with three convolution/de-convolution layers. The number of filters per layer for our visual discriminator are (64, 128, 256, 512) (reverse order for visual generator). The number of filters per layer for our latent generator are (64, 128, 256, 512), and we use (256, 128, 64) as the number of filters per layer for our latent discriminator. To train the model, we first train the visual generator and discriminator for 80000 iterations while fixing the parameters of latent generator and discriminator. We then jointly train the whole framework for 20000 iterations, with a batch size of 64.
Anomaly Detection Results
Methods
AUC DAE [14] 0.6294 VAE [24] 0.6478 OC-GAN [11] 0.5916 f-AnoGAN(ziz) [12] 0.6376 f-AnoGAN(izi) [12] 0.6638 f-AnoGAN(izif) [12] 0.6913 ADGAN 0.7296 We compare the proposed ADGAN with state-of-the-art approaches, including OCGAN [11] , f-anogan and its variants [12] that involve image-to-image MSE loss (izi), Z-to-Z MSE loss (ziz) and its hybrid version (izif). We also compare our method with some baseline approaches, including deep auto-encoder [14] and variational auto-encoder [24] . The anomaly score A(x) in (7) is used to indicate the presence of polyps. For the encoder-decoder architecture comparison, the models adopt similar structure as our latent generator and latent discriminator. For GAN-based methods comparison, we use the same structure as our visual generator and latent discriminator with similar model capacity. We use area under the ROC curve (AUC) as the measurement for performance validation [12] , [11] . As shown in Table I , our ADGAN model outperforms other methods. Figure 1 demonstrates the input images (first row) from testing set and their reconstructed images (second row) with our proposed ADGAN model. We manually mark the abnormal polyp lesions using red circles. Our model reconstructs the abnormal input images to their healthy versions, leading to substantial reconstruction error (anomaly score) due to visual differences. The normal images from testing set are generally reconstructed well producing small reconstruction errors (anomaly score).
Image Reconstruction from ADGAN
CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, we proposed a GAN-based framework (ADGAN) for anomaly detection using one-class learning on a colonoscopy data set. The model was trained end-toend and experiments show that our model achieved the stateof-the-art anomaly detection result. We solve the issues of mapping between input image and GAN's latent space using a second GAN model, and proposed a new loss function that combines MSE loss, Wasserstein loss and standard BCE loss. In the future, we plan to extend our model to work with colonoscopy images showing feces and water, as explained in Sec. 3.1.
